Question 5
Are there any areas in either village that you consider dangerous?
SA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Main Rd through SA. Cars go too fast and cut corners.
Walking between the two can be tricky.
Blind corner in SA
Speeding. 20mph zones
Had several near misses with speeding cyclists. They go faster than 30 mph.
Speed bump?
6. Unsafe for walkers, horse riders and cyclists. Speed calming measures
7. The road through SA and between the villages. Speed calming measures.
8. Entrance to Barton Lane. Restrict size of lorries esp. to Sh Organics
9. Too many large lorries using Barton Lane
10. Walking through SA and Waybrook Lane. Speeding traffic.
11. Walking through SA. High hedges and overgrown verges and parked cars.
Coming out of Waybrook Lane – poor visibility.
12. Speed of cars and cyclists esp. round corner at WL
13. Corner at WL
14. WL is a rat run. Dangerous for walkers.
15. Speeding traffic.
16. 20 mph.
17. Horse signs.
18. Footpaths
19. Overgrown hedges in Barton Lane.
20. WL traffic too fast
21. Cyclists too fast
22. Village Hall car park
23. WL. Speeding cars. Speed reduction measures
24. 30 mph limit should go from Alphington to S St G
25. The bends in SA.
26. Improve parking in SA
27. The junction of Waybrook lane with the main road.
28. The road between the villages is too narrow.
29. Overgrown bushes and parking in SA
30. Blind left hand bend turn into Barton Lane
31. A central dotted line along the road should be replaced. Cars/bikes routinely
cut corners especially when hedges are growing. Dangerous to themselves
and traffic coming in opposite direction.
32. The road between to two villages is not safe for bikes or pedestrians.
33. The hill between the Shillingfords. Pulling in and out of Sampson’s Lane.
34. Poor visibility opposite Barton Lane

35. Cars and vans parked on bends creating blind spots. Especially bad opposite
Blacksmith’s cottage and centre of SA
36. The hedge opposite Barton Lane needs regular trimming.
37. Visibility on the bends
38. The part of Shillingford Road and the junction of Waybrook Lane – most
motorists drive through too fast and don’t realise the bend is as acute as it is.
Cars parked on the road are no help.

S St G
1. Impossible to use the road with young children or dogs. Esp. between Barton
Cottage and Crosslands
2. Main road through villages due to speed of traffic
3. The road outside the path to the church is very dangerous. Cars come down
very fast and I have nearly been caught out by a fast car. They are very quiet.
It is very dangerous for children. There needs to be a speed camera or traffic
calming measures.
4. Large vans and cars opposite the entrance to Samson’s Hill. Bad corner in
SA at Waybrook Lane due to parked cars.
5. Parking and speeding
6. At Barton Lane entrance, loss if sight line due to high hedge in Orchard View.
7. Bend below Crosslands and the bend at Shillingford Cottage/Waybrook Lane.
8. Parking at the lower Bus stop in S St G
9. Cars parked on road. Open Village Hall car park.
10. Pile of rubble on VH car park and speeding traffic.
11. The village hall car park; The car park has been dug up by mindless idiots
and not cleared. The car park and field were intended for community use. It’s
absolutely outrageous that the state of car park has been left in this manner.
12. The junction coming from Manstree Road being lack of visibility coming from
the right. Perhaps reduction of speed limit through the village.
13. White van man on any of the lanes
14. Pile of rubble created by the trustees. Rubble should be removed.
15. The rubble mound by the village green. The lack of footpath between SSG
and SA
16. Path between St Georges Tce and Manstree Tce is totally impassable.
17. Vehicles parked on narrow sections of road obscuring the view of oncoming
traffic
18. Cars parked on the main road obscure your view of the traffic as you exit the
19. Parking by the junction of the Village Hall and in SA on the bends
20. Certain roads can be dangerous. No footpaths. Roads are narrow for people
and horses

21. a) The road up hill from the Forest Schol towars SSG. Suggestion: Seek
permission for a path in the fields above the cutting. b) Similarly the hill
between SA and A30. c) Bend at South View Farm – mirrors.
22. Down main road in SSG – vehicles and especially cyclists don’t slow as they
approach the corner at the village hall. Problems also caused by parked
vehicles. Generally not much parking.
23. Large vans parking on road make it difficult to see oncoming traffic
24. Village Hall car park. With that rubble there, it attracts children to climb. That
put me off hiring the hall for a party due to that.
25. Dangerous and haphazard parking in SA
26. On road parking can sometimes create difficulties in both villages
27. The road!
28. Being aware of cyclists especially where the road bends
29. Horse signage. 20 mph speed restriction all the way
30. Exiting Manstree Rd. due to lack of parking at village hall

